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SimStart is a new training solution to simulate the use of an AED or a Monitor Defibrillator on Laerdal’s existing LLEAP Patient Monitor. AED or Monitor Defibrillator settings are controlled via LLEAP or SimPad PLUS.

Laerdal recommends running SimStart on a LLEAP tablet. Choose between AED or Defibrillator Monitor in Patient Monitor.
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Setup - SimPad PLUS

Simulation with Standardized Patient

1. Connect Devices to the same WiFi network
2. Launch Laerdal Simulation Home on SimStart and select application

Simulation with Simulator

1. Connect Devices and Simulator to the same WiFi network
2. Launch Laerdal Simulation Home on SimStart and select application
SimPad PLUS - System Setup

Change Settings and Screen

- Tap to open themes
- Select theme for simulation
- In menu and select Patient Monitor
- Tap to change screen
- Select SimStart Screen
- On/Off AED / Monitor Defibrillator
- Toggle On/Off vital signs
- Customize settings
Setup - LLEAP

Simulation with Standardized Patient

1. Connect Devices to the same WiFi network

2. Launch Laerdal Simulation Home on SimStart and select application

Simulation with Simulator

1. Connect Devices and Simulator to the same WiFi network

2. Launch Laerdal Simulation Home on SimStart and select application
LLEAP - System Setup

Controlling SimStart

Monitor Defibrillator Control Panel

AED Control Panel

Control Panel